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Transcript of the BSIC/IWOCG court judgement at Gallowstone 
Jordbro Sweden on the 3:rd of June in the Indigenous year of 

12019.

The verbal judgement were pronounced at Gallowstone Jordbro Sweden on the 
3:rd of June in the Indigenous year of 12019, in the roman cult known as year 
2019.  The recording of this was publicised at 
1(2)  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X8MVg0RkK7Q  also  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OQ3-ZZ6_pE  (starts 3 m 35 s in.)
2(2)  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=skki-4FMaC8  also  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g78i68GZSCM
Also publicised on Playlist https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=X8MVg0RkK7Q&list=PL8C8A98ghpnflAiXC3QvQV7d1Hmz6VpJJ&index=9

Transcript, names of people speaking in [] parenthesis, also clarifying notes in 
[] or ().  Transcript made faithfully from the 1(1) and 2(2) recordings by Leif of 
Godland.  Anything added to what is spoken in the two recordings is in 
parenthesis.

[Ditta of Godland:]  [Bells.]

[Leif of Godland:]  We are gathered here at the Hanging Stone [Gallowstone] in 
Jordbro, Jordbro Galgsten, for the pronouncements of judgements.  [Ditta of 
Godland corrects:]  Gallowstone.  [Leif of Godland corrects himself:]  
Gallowstone, for the pronouncements of judgements in the Tribunal Jordbro 
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Peace Decree, or in Swedish the Ting Jordbro FredsUrkund of twelve thousand 
nineteen hundred at zero six zero two, or second of June.  Ten thousand added 
for Indigenous time.  And Ditta of Godland will read the day order and she will 
read the paragraphs according to with this pronouncement, this judgement is 
made.

[Ditta of Godland:]  Thank you, dearest Leif of Godland and Baltic Sea Order.  
We have today had the following procedure.  We have been in Jordbro.  In the 
open fields of Jordbro Indigenous Cult Area that is [an] at least eight thousand 
years old cult place of Indigenous peoples of [the] Baltic Sea Region.  When 
here was the place where all Baltic Sea people met for rituals and they held 
courts to have peace, love and understanding in the region.  This is a world 
treasure.  This is ... archaeologists found stone axes here just a week ago and 
this is the time of war when these people of Baltic Sea region are being 
massacred with Silent Weapons in Quiet Wars that have been designed since 
1954 and announced in the first Bilderberger Meeting as the continuous hidden 
warfare against people of the world.

And today we have had a successful day where we have managed to reclaim 
back all the resources of humanity and all living systems to be managed by the 
loving, the capable, the verified and validated and the loyal to the local 
indigenous people, rulers who can hold just courts.  These rulers of Indigenous 
World Order of Godland are we, Leif of Godland (pronounced both by Leif and 
Ditta of Godland), and me, Ditta of Godland.  And we rule this world since the 
proclamation we made in June 10:th (actually June 11:th, but was prepared 
the 10:th) twelwe thousand seventeen.  And Leif of Godland is even the 
Monarch of Monarchy State Sweden that is restoring the citizen cooperative of 
Kingdom of Sweden that has been hijacked and stolen by financial pirates and 
military psychopaths from The Nations, in this case The Nation of Sweden and 
it's citizens and also it's Indigenous people who are not even acknowledged to 
be Indigenous here as the group of Germanic people who nobody accepts to 
have their Indigenous Rights here and who are currently being genocided and 
among others cooked with the weapons of electromagnetic radiation that are 
covered as weapons (i.e. hidded weapons) due to their form of 
telecommunicative devices.

But today we have also claimed the right model to measure these 
electromagnetic wounds and injuries.  The safe doses have been proclaimed 
today during the court.  And that is as we have established the ECNRR basic 
safety standards for electromagnetic radiation, that you can find on bsrrw.org, 
Baltic Sea Region Radiation (really Radioactivity) Watch ( 
http://www.bsrrw.org/protection/emf-war/ ).  And this we had to do as the 
local university networks are totally occupied by the military industrial 
complex.  And they are cooking our children in schools that are no schools but 
detention camps of liquidation, sterilization with various types of weapons due 
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to the whole matrix of depopulation weapons that you can also find well 
described by Kevin Galalae (Kevin Mugur Galalae), among others.  And serious 
involvement in this is taken by universities.  And this has materialized on the 
graveyards of Jordbro Indigenous peoples due to these works of archaeologists 
who have wounded a living and sacred oak by cutting off all its roots on the 
southern side of it.  The most beautiful and healthy has been heavily injured.  
And this court case of this criminal war act is symbolizing the world wide mass 
murder of all, not only Indigenous but all peoples and all citizens of all nations 
that have been corporatized and all their wealth have been stolen by this 
pirate mafia that runs [the] military industrial complex and [the] banking 
system, that is being liquidated to be replaced by blockchain and bitcoin IBM 
deathcamp historical corporation to run the global prison planet, the death 
camp, the world wide death camp.

These crimes have been revealed today in the court, and they have been 
replaced by the healthy systems with our gifts of Godland.  Among them, 
Indigenous World Order oxa, the banking ... [Lars Rutger of Godland:]  system 
of free (?) ... [Ditta of Godland:]  The banking New Era of Indigenous World 
Order oxa stock, where the people themselves are the stock of the money that 
is created, which is [the] natural way for the healthy banking system.  And by 
this, we are saving the banking system that are being destroyed now to be 
replaced by IBM artificial intelligence computer that will run all chipped people 
through blockchain, which is a grave attack and today it has been stopped due 
to the fact that all these corporations have been proclaimed taken back by 
Indigenous World Order of Godland rulers into the management of local 
Indigenous people of each state.

And furthermore, Indigenous courts have to be established in each state and in 
each local community.  And they are the primary and the most powerful courts 
of all.  Furthermore, Indigenous militia has to be put in place in each 
community and in each state that is restored by putting in place agreements 
and contracts with [the] Indigenous World Order of Godland rulers.  And we 
have had two practical cases of attack on the Jordbro graveyard on the cult 
place of Indigenous peoples that has been here for at least eight thousand 
years.  The first one was called, in Swedish, Avhuggna rötter, in English, [Leif 
of Godland:]  Cut Off Roots, [Ditta of Godland:]  Cut Off Roots, and the second 
one was called, Cut Off Sacred Trees (Swedish: Avhuggna Sakrala träd).  In 
these two cases, [the] following corporations have been involved:  Stockholm 
University - the business corporation of [the] roman cult, and Post and 
Telestyrelsen - the business corporation of [the] roman cult, and all other 
corporations pretending to be agencies for people and institutions of the state 
Kingdom of Sweden that has been corporatized and stolen from the people.  
These practical crimes have been further charged symbolically as conceptual 
crimes and therefore all the corporations of the world that are involved in this 
mass murder cult and war economy are criminalized by this court, today.  They 
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are all reorganized into Indigenous power and they have to find Indigenous 
people within their companies and these Indigenous people have to sign 
contracts with the rulers of Indigenous Godland to be re-educated and to get 
the right instructions on how to re-organize these corporations that are mass 
murdering all life on Earth.  The second case involved [the] following 
companies:  Roman cult business corporation that has stolen the local 
communities wealth called Haninge Kommun, Roman cult business corporation 
that has stolen the whole Swedish state's wealth and is managing the slave 
stock called Regeringskansliet, Roman business cult corporation called Europa 
[the European] Commission, even [the] Vatican, [the] United Nations and [the] 
Bank of International Settlements, and all others that are now getting re-
organized to stop such crimes that have been done in Jordbro graveyards of 
Indigenous peoples.

Thank you for your word.

[Leif of Godland:]  Already in the Tribunal on the graveyard it was judged, 
decided, that the pine trees on on the grave yard that had been felled on the 
cult place, that they have sacral value as they have taken up of the 
forefathers.  [Ditta of Godland:]  The ashes and  [Leif of Godland:]  Yes  [Ditta 
of Godland:]  the left overs of all the previous generations have been taken by 
the roots of these trees into their tissue.  [Leif of Godland:]  It was decided 
already there that these trees therefore belong to the society, the Indigenous 
society named Baltic Sea Indigenous Court for them to build several houses for 
the society.  Already there it was decided.  And the land is also decided 
belonging to [correcting:] for the management, the Indigenous society to 
manage and decide over the land.  And I'll let Ditta of Godland read the 
paragraphs according to which and which judgements she will suggest and then 
I'll decide what we will pronounce, what I will pronounce.  [Ditta of Godland:]  
Yeah, and Rutger also has a suggestion.  [Leif of Godland:]  Rutger [Lars Rutger 
of Godland, Lars Rutger Solstråhle] also has a suggestion.

[Ditta of Godland:]  Yeah.  So, Indigenous World Order Court of Godland 
Statutes involve [the] following articles that are engaged in this court.  Article 
eight, called War Crimes, and these statutes you can find on [the] web page 
LoveOrder.info, where you can find Indigenous World Order Court of Godland 
Statutes for download.  Sixtyfive pages.  And they are...  They put the base of 
all Indigenous courts and how they are built through the whole world and you 
have to have a contract with us to call your courts of Godland in your local 
places.

So, Article eight of War Crimes, paragraph two, defines war crimes as a) Grave 
breaches of The Geneva Convention, which we use though it is not Indigenous 
but it is the work of many.  i), that is under a), i) bracket [(i) under 2. (a), 
which is Wilful killing], ii) Torture or inhuman treatment, including biological 
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experiments, iii) bracket [(iii) under 2. (a)]  Wilfully causing great suffering, or 
serious injury to body or health, vi) bracket [(vi) under 2. (a)]  Wilfully deriving 
(sic.) a prisoner of him (sic.) and protected persons of the rights to fair and 
regular trial.  [At the two (sic.) pronouncement errors.  The written text being 
read from here correctly reads:  "Wilfully depriving a prisoner of war or other 
protected person of the rights of fair and regular trial".]  viii) bracket [(viii) 
under 2. (a)]  Taking of hostages.  To explain the application of these 
paragraphs to these cases, so we have looked at the whole humanity right now 
as the hostages of these conspiring corporative pirates that are planning to 
murder most of humanity and most of [the] living systems of the earth.

So we are hostages in a death trap and our health is being totally ignored, our 
rights to that.  And in this case the biological experiments are being done by 
these corporations named, and I didn't name also Länsstyrelsen, the 
corporation Länsstyrelsen is heavily involved with ignoring the rights of 
Indigenous people here.  And that is [an] important one, [that] I forgot to 
mention.  And it is a criminal corporate body that has to be re-organized, 
yeah.  And then, so these biological experiments of torture and impact on 
health are being conducted by all these corporate bodies that have been on 
trial today and here in [the] Jordbro cult area, Indigenous cult area, these 
students that were working with archeology teachers were exposed to radiation 
from the mobiles they were using and we rightfully assumed Stockholm's 
University should have been the one that made these limits and doses that we 
have had to proclaim, without any means of any tax income and living on 
extreme, in extreme poverty, we have been forced to save humanity by just 
science and just courts.  But Stockholm University is guilty, it's found guilty of 
not protecting it's students.  And students are being promised education and 
healthy environment when they are not getting it.  It is a trap of execution 
where they are being sterilized with these electromagnetic devices and true 
science is not in the Stockholm University.  It's being, it is forbidden and hidden 
as the very word university is a code of one version by Set [Seth] or Satan, one 
version by Satan.  That's what university means.  Thats why the words will be 
different in the Love Order of Godland.

The following b), in the same paragraph two in article eight, Other serious 
violations, xvi) Pillaging a town or place, as they have pillaged everything that 
we have and all Indigenous and citizen people.  xx) Employing weapons and 
material and methods of warfare which are of a nature to cause superfluous 
injury or unnecessary suffering.  That's the same [b) under paragraph two].  
xxi) Outrages on personal dignity.  xxii) Enforced sterilization, that have been 
already discussed.

Furthermore, we have used Article 75 on reparations to victims.  And they have 
been decided, as a just [reparations] they are decided on, reparations to all 
victims of the world through Indigenous World Order's gifts of Godland.  And 
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Article 76 is about Sentencing.  Part Seven is about Penalties.  Article 77 
[Applicable penalties] paragraph 1, we have used [the] following penalty 
considerations as c) Death penalty in severe cases of beyond help un-
reprogrammable murder obsessions with exquisite specific responsibility to 
save every of the eight billion [miljard] Godlander's lives, as each Godlander 
owns the stock [recordning died].

[New recording, see above 2(2) reference.]

[Ditta of Godland:]  Okay, it was that, by some forces of foreign intelligence, 
the video got stopped at the place where we were talking about Death 
penalty.  And now we will try again.  And we have very little time.  So, Article 
77 c) paragraph 1, following penalties [Article 77 Applicable penalties, 
paragraph 1, c)], Death penalty in severe cases of beyond help un-
reprogrammable murder obsessions.  And then we have to remember that each 
soul in the world wide seven miljard [or if it is eight miljard] people stock owns 
the stock of one hundred forty two miljard World Indigenous Runes.  And so 
they have the means to get rehabilitation, to get re-education, they just have 
to claim it.  Article 79, a Trust Fund is established for victims of [the] satanic 
cults.  Part Eight, Appeals, and by Article 81, paragraph 1, [a] decision may be 
appealed at [with the] Indigenous World Order of Godland diarchs.  You find 
the contacts on LoveOrder.info.  Article 89, Surrender of persons to the Court.  
Paragpaph 3, b) bracket, warrant for arrest and surrender [§3 (b) (iii) The 
warrant for arrest and surrender].  So there will be issued warrants for arrest 
of all the corporate leaders of these war crimes waging corporations.

Article 109, Gifts of permanent Oxa Amnesty.  Paragraph one to eleven point 
five [Article 109, §1 - §11.5], and all, both the victims and the perpetrators will 
be getting oxa Gifts of Godland by Indigenous oxa stock Money for all citizens 
of all nation states, that are being restored by this.  By gifts of the right to hold 
your own courts, Indigenous courts, and have your own Indigenous rulers.  And 
by your rights to your Indigenous Militia.  And by your rights to the fourteen 
rights of Godlanders, that are established here.  Thank you for the word.  And 
you can proceed with telling the, your judgement.  Have you decided on the 
question how to judge what penalties to give to the people that were 
practically involved in the crimes against the trees?

[Leif of Godland:]  For the people that were...  I have decided that for the 
people that cut roots and cut trees they will, they can choose between three 
alternatives and all of them also have the right to all of Godlands Indigenous 
gifts that you all have right for, to.  That you all are owners of stock in, of 
yourself, in, of your soul, in the Godland World Economy.  [I.e., That you all 
are owners of stock of your soul, in the Godland World Economy.]  And these 
people who have cut roots or, and/or trees, they can choose as judgement, to 
be judged,  a)  [correcting:]  as penalty, they can choose one of three 
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alternatives as penalties.  a)  To work hundred days for Sweden, Swedens and 
the world Indigenous people to investigate and find out which the unverified 
and unvalidated entities are that control illegitimately in the background,  
[Ditta of Godland:]  The Hidden Rulers, Yeah,  [Leif of Godland:]  The Hidden 
Rulers.  b)  [Ditta of Godland:]  Whom we replace, while...  [Leif of Godland:]  
Yes.  Yes.  [Ditta of Godland:]  Whom we just have to replace righ now now in 
this emergency situation.  [Leif of Godland:]  Yeah.  And  b)  [the] second 
alternative, they can choose to work hundred days to stop radiation weaponry, 
to teach people in schools where people are, where children and people are 
radiated and in all manner work to stop radiation weaponry.  The third 
alternative or  c)  is to work hundred days to form a local Indigenous society 
and start to account Sweden's citizens Indigenous Money, oxa, and to hold 
Indigenous courts or Indigenous Tribunals and also with Indigenous, creating 
Indigenous Militias.  These are the three alternatives they can choose.

And as for the people who have, the leaders of corporations that work for the 
Hidden Rulers, that are the visible people, they, the judgement is the 
punishment is that they will be investigated psychiatrically, in Sweden it's 
called rättspsykiatrisk undersökning, it's, unfortunately  [Ditta of Godland:]  
psychiatric investigation  [Leif of Godland:]  evaluation  [Ditta of Godland:]  
evaluation, Yeah  [Leif of Godland:]  evaluation, criminal evaluation for, and 
this according to Indigenous Godland Methodology.  And as we haven't got an, 
the means yet to create such methodology,  [Ditta of Godland:]  we have 
methodology but we don't have  [Leif of Godland:]  sorry, we  [Ditta of 
Godland:]  they don't listen to the, they don't, we don't run,  [Leif of Godland:]  
Yeah, sorry, I miss spoke.  We don't run the psychiatric clinics yet according to 
Indigenous Methodology.  So therefore the existing clinics can, have to do this 
work but consult us for the Methodology.

[Ditta of Godland:]  Okay, that sounds like a,...  So you have accepted Lars 
Rutgers proposal.  The Holy Lars Rutger, could you please approach the courts.  
[Leif of Godland:]  Yes, when the video cut off, Lars had given the pattern so 
we should have let him say that first.  But can you repeat, try to repeat what 
you said that inspired this judgement?  

[Lars Rutger of Godland:]  Yes.  To loose one's dignity and self decision is a 
very, to be socially discarded and you have to have somebody that are really 
ethical to survey your life and that is, yes, you will be a sort of slave for a year, 
first, and then another year and then another year until the community finds 
that you are, have changed your mind.  If that happens.  [Ditta of Godland:]  So 
what we are talking about is that these people will probably loose their 
psychiatric mental custody and there will be other people installed to have 
custody over them until these people don't act in  [Leif of Godland:]  genocidal 
ways  [Ditta of Godland:]  in psychopathic manner.  Because we are talking 
about [a] psychopathic pattern of  [Lars Rutger of Godland:]  Yes, and the 
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perpetrators are often the former victims to the same behavior and when they 
are overwhelmed by this experience they take over the values, the patterns of 
their perpetrator, and this is a cycle that makes it possible to heal people, 
peoples mind, and that is very important that, because if they incarnate again 
they will just  [Leif of Godland:]  repeat  [Lars Rutger of Godland:]  repeat this 
kind of destructive life in the next round, so the best thing is to heal people.

[Leif of Godland:]  Did we mention in the, when we restarted the video that 
arrest warrants will be issued?  [Ditta of Godland:]  Yeah.  [Leif of Godland:]  
Yeah.  [Ditta of Godland:]  You can say that.  [Leif of Godland:]  Arrest 
warrants will be issued according to these judgements, this judgement.

[Ditta of Godland:]  So generally the method then should be that, it is 
enormous amount of perpetrators.  [Leif of Godland:]  Yes.  [Ditta of 
Godland:]  So the method is [the] following.  Please, people.  Read the statutes 
of Godland.  And become the rulers in your local areas.  Sign contracts with 
us.  With the rulers of Godland.  And be the rulers of your local state 
Indigenous Godland areas.  And the Indigenous society konns of your state and 
your local areas.  And then when you are the rulers in your local areas then you 
know the best who the perpetrators are.  [Leif of Godland:]  Yes.  [Ditta of 
Godland:]  And you then can issue arrest warrants of these corporate criminals 
to get them examined by professional people for being psychopaths who are 
mass murdering your people and...  It will be a lot of work for us.  [Leif of 
Godland:]  Yes.  [Ditta of Godland:]  And we don't have the means for this 
now.  That's why we have re-claimed the tax offices to give the means to 
create the funds for retake of basic peoples states institutions into the power 
of Indigenous people.  [Leif of Godland:]  Yes.  [Ditta of Godland:]  And that is 
what you have to do.

You have to do that in your local areas and we have these, all politicians have 
been fired in all [the] world by us.  Due to the fact that they're, they have 
been employed by illegitimate corporate election business companies that are 
not certified to hold elections by Indigenous people and local citizens of your 
nation.  So they all have to sign new contracts with the local Indigenous rulers 
of Godland in each national state and in each area.  So please sign the 
contracts with us so you can become those Holy Rescuers of Your People in our 
Holy Indigenous Godland.  And all of the people then will get Trust Funds that 
are established for victims of the satanic cults that run the criminal, war 
criminal, banking, court and military industrial complex that is all run by one 
artificial intelligence right now and it is being stolen from the world people by 
[the] IBM corporation that is chipping us all now and chipping the whole of 
humanity to be run by one artificial intelligence quantum computer, and even 
the weather, and so generally you will be judged all by artificial intelligence if 
you don't want, now, to be judged by us.  In a couple of years you will be 
judged by the Boston Robotics robot army who will be there with face 
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recognition, artificial intelligence, liquidating all humans because they will say 
that they don't need us.  (Boston Dynamics write on their company page  
https://www.bostondynamics.com/atlas :  "ATLAS®  The world's most dynamic 
humanoid robot, Atlas is a research platform designed to push the limits of 
whole-body mobility.  Atlas's advanced control system and state-of-the-art 
hardware give the robot the power and balance to demonstrate human-level 
agility."  It looks like out of Star Wars.)

So this is the last call for humanity to follow our judgement that Leif the first 
has ruled here in Sweden but it is valid for the whole world and for the world 
we have ruled it together, we the konns of Godland.

And you can refer to this day, which is the second of June twelve thousand 
nineteen, with ten thousand added for Indigenous time, that On This Day, We 
Have Ruled, That All The Resources Are Re-Taken Back, and you, Indigenous 
people of each area have to restore the Love Order.

[Leif of Godland:]  And with that, we end here at the Gallowstone in Jordbro 
Sweden where those sentenced to death penalty were killed.  Here we have 
pronounced the judgement and we thereby end the judgement from the 
Tribunal Jordbro Peace Decree twelve thousand nineteen the second of June, 
ten thousand added for Indigenous time, and our very brave Lars Solstråhle 
[Lars Rutger of Godland, Lars Rutger Solstråhle] joins us here.  [Lars Rutger 
comes into camera view.]  [Ditta of Godland:]  This is the proof that we still 
have the Love Order.  He has come here for two hundred kilometers to be with 
us and he is eighty one years old and we all three love you very much.  And we 
believe that we will succeed to restore the Love Order on our Mother Earth.  
And may all of the gods of Indigenous previous generations be with us in this 
Miracle.  May It Be So.  [Leif of Godland:]  Thankyou, so.  [Ditta of Godland:]  
May it be so.  [Bells.]  [Lars Rutger of Godland]:  Amen, as we say in latin.

Transcript of the Court judgement pronounced at Gallowstone Jordbro Sweden 
on the 3:rd of June in the Indigenous year of 12019 ends.

Ditta Rietuma Leif Erlingsson

Konna of Godland Konn of Godland    
LoveOrder.INFO LoveOrder.INFO

President of Latvian Republic Monarch of Monarchy State Sweden
http://mss.lege.net/

T     +46-703-999 069 T     +46-381-20 350
E     bsi.court@gmail.com E     bsi.court@lege.net 
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